
Why make the switch? 
Cats that spend part or all of their time free-
roaming outdoors are at a greater risk for disease, 
injury, predation, accidents, poisoning and getting 
lost – just to name a few dangers. Although cats 
do benefit from fresh air, sunshine and exercise, 
some creative planning can help give your cat 
companion a rich, fulfilling life indoors.

Steps to Transition Your Outdoor 
Cat to a Safe, Happy Indoor Cat
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Making  

the Move  

to Safety

It’s a much easier transition than you think.     Find out more  » » » 
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  If you get a new cat, it’s easiest to keep them indoors all the time from the beginning. If your cat 
is already spending part or most of their day outdoors, begin by bringing them in at night and then for 
longer and longer visits. If you can, begin these visits at a time of year when the weather is colder and 
wetter. Your cat may like coming in to be warm and dry! 

  Consider building an outdoor enclosure with access from the house through a cat door. For more 
ideas and resources, see our handout – “All About Catios.”

  Try leash training your cat! Many cats like to go on supervised outdoor walks. With a leash and a sturdy 
harness, your cat can safely go on adventures with you. If your cat does not like the harness initially, try 
having them wear it for short periods of time in the house to get used to it. See our video, “CatWalk” on 
YouTube PAWS TV, for a demonstration and more information.

  Be strict about keeping your cat indoors. Encourage family members to close doors behind them and 
don’t reward your cat for pestering you to be let out. During this indoor time, provide enrichment for 
your cat so he or she does not get bored. Try any, or all, of the ideas below!

  »  Up in the Air: Tall kitty climbing trees and kitty condos make use of vertical space and allow your cat 
to explore multiple vantage points inside.

  »		A Place in the Sun: Cats love to sun themselves and look outdoors. Install perches or shelves in sunny 
spots near a window to give your cat a spot with a view. 

  »	 Feel the Breeze: In nice weather, leave screened windows open so your cat can get fresh air. Cats love 
to eat grass, so consider buying some wheat or oat grass to plant for your cat to munch on.

  »		Cats Just Wanna Have Fun: Find out what toys your cat likes most. Change up toys regularly and 
engage in active play with your cat. Toys can be simple. Paper bags, shower curtain rings, ping pong 
balls and empty toilet paper tubes all make great cat toys! Try hiding favorite toys to make the game 
even more exciting for your cat. Stuffing toys with catnip or food can create a puzzle game for your cat.

  »	 Scratch that Itch: If your cat starts to scratch the furniture, figure out what surfaces they like. Rope-
wrapped posts, cardboard, or even logs might give your cat a more appropriate place to scratch. Try 
putting aluminum foil, double-sided tape, or sandpaper over items you want your cat to stay away 
from to discourage scratching in the wrong places.

Tips to Make the Transition



	Food and water dishes
		Enough litter boxes for each cat to have its 

own, plus one!
	Collar with ID tags
	Kitty condos or climbing trees
		Ledges or lounging space near sunny 

windows
		Scratching posts or other “approved by 

humans” scratching surfaces
	Cat brush
	Cat treats
	A bed or blanket especially for your cat 

		Optional: leash and harness to take  
your cat for walks

	Optional: A pop-up or permanent catio

	Toys! Including:
 	Crumpled paper
 	Toilet paper rolls
 	Plastic shower curtain rings
 	Ping pong balls
 	Wand toys
 	Balls with bells inside
 	Catnip filled toys (make your own!)
 	Soft, stuffed animals
 	Laser pointers
 	Small cardboard boxes

		Optional: Cat grass for chewing (barley, oat 
or wheatgrass)

	Optional: Nail trimmers 

Indoor Cat Essentials Checklist
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